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To Committee Members.
If your going to take up workers comp legislation at least correct the legislation so it
corrects all of the historical transgressions inherent in the original laws that created WC.
Alaskans and Americans in general want the Better Deal. Not the New Deal anymore. Insurance Companies
are and always have been a losing propositions for any subscriber. Insurance Companies are detrimental to
small business and many individuals.
The only ones who make out financially are always the Insurance companies. Your changes to the above Bills
will only
cause more and greater injustices to individuals who need care, detrimental to medical industries that provide
services. When it comes to
insurance; the lawyers are the only winners. We all know the horror stories and fraud of the workers
compensation program.
The solution is the Better Deal, when everyone has skin in the game the game changes and the Better Deal will
revolutionize the way
insurance companies do business with subscribers. Be original, use your skills to really change the way we do
business with insurance companies.
Change it before it is to late for our country and our capitalistic system. Alaska is in a very unique position
compared to the rest of the country.
A simple analogy; A bee hive is a society made up of worker bees (honey producers ) and leaders bees. The
Care Taker is the Bee Keeper, controlling the survival and the rules for the continued success of the hive. If the
bee keeper gets greedy and takes to much honey the hive could die.
The factors governing the hives success is dependent on the bee keeper. You always want changes to the hive to
be positive. You do not want changes to the hive to be influenced by special interest. The keeper simplifies the
problem, examines the evidence and the facts. Makes all decisions for the health and well being of the bees and
if necessary changes the system.
Your proposed legislation does nothing to improve anything for anybody except you know who.

Sincerely,
ronrichards
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